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Ground Breaking
CONNECTING PEOPLE
Independent retailer & founder of Retail’s Best
“Plans for our first Retail’s Best
Virtual Networking Event on 25
March 2021 are gaining apace.
Talking to my fellow retailers
and petrol dealers I’m convinced that connecting people
in our industry is now more
important than ever. And
Moiz Vas
we’ve created the perfect

Connecting people in the industry has
never been more important. That’s why
we’re so excited to announce our first Retail’s Best Virtual Networking Event.
We couldn’t find an online platform that delivered exactly what we needed, so we took the bold
step to create our own solution, to bring you the very
best that you’ve come to expect from Retail’s Best
and more! Using ground-breaking technology, we
are transitioning from an in-person event to create
what we truly believe will be the best virtual event
experience yet!

Powered by AI
Guided by artificial intelligence software (AI), every
attendee is guaranteed:
 a unique and personalised experience
 automatically guided through the event, from start
to finish
 connecting with attendees and suppliers of
interest to you
Retail’s Best 2021 will bring together more pioneering retailers and suppliers than ever before, to share
ideas and grow their businesses. The event will include short break-out sessions, with plenty of oppor-

by retailers, for retailers. We
get to discuss the real issues
that affect us as retailers and
that’s hugely beneficial.❜
Michael O’Loughlin,
Retail’s Best Panel Session Chair
tunities to participate and ask questions; spectacular,
interactive entertainment; a ‘smart exhibition with the
facility to talk live to the exhibitors and plenty of time
for networking.
We are delighted to announce that our partners
for the first Retail’s Best Virtual Networking Event are:
Esso – exclusive Motor Fuel partner
Co-op with Nisa – exclusive Retail partner
TSG – exclusive EPoS partner
ReThink Retail – exclusive In-store lifestyle partner

CRIME UNDER THE
SPOTLIGHT
Retail’s Best 2021 panel debate
The problem of violence
and abuse against
retailers and their
colleagues is getting
worse as attacks against
shopworkers who are
simply trying to enforce
lockdown rules become
more commonplace.
The challenges of the
pandemic and the
additional flashpoints
caused by customers
refusing to follow COVID
guidelines have contributed to vast numbers
of retailers reporting an
increase in incidents
during lockdown.

How serious is the
problem? What is the
government planning to
do about it? And what
can be done to protect
shopworkers in carrying
out their duties?
Crime and security
will come under the
spotlight at this year’s
Retail’s Best industry
panel debate. Chaired
by key industry figure,
Michael O’Loughlin,
the panel will feature
industry experts, including James Lowman,
chief executive at the
Association of Conve-

nience Stores. Leading
independent forecourt
and convenience operators will have the opportunity to voice their
concerns and pose their
questions to the panel
in a live debate.

Michael O’Loughlin

OFFICIAL 2021 SUB-PARTNERS

OFFICIAL 2021 PARTNERS
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❛This is a unique event, run

platform to do just that! Throughout the journey, the support from
all the participating suppliers and
everyone involved with Retail’s
Best has been truly humbling.
Thank you. And now we’re looking forward to delivering the
best virtual networking event
of the year!”
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Official 2021

Official 2021

Official 2021

exclusive EPOS partner

Instore lifestyle partner

Retail’s Best will provide the opportunity to learn how you could work
with Nisa Retail and Co-op. With three propositions through one unique
partnership, Co-op and Nisa have the solution for your business. From
the freedom of Nisa wholesale supply under your own independent fascia
to the additional support of Nisa branded facia including the new Nisa
Express format as an option, to the defined proposition and operating
model of Co-op franchise.

In recent years, Esso has moved to a new business model, working together with independent dealers and large specialist dealer groups in
conjunction with partners, such as fuel delivered specialist Greenergy.
At Retail’s Best, the company will focus on the dealer’s experience of the
Nectar loyalty offer, which has been extended this year to include consumer redemption for the first time. Plus looking at how the Esso app is
aiming to drive up spend in both fuel and convenience. Esso currently
has more than 1,200 sites nationally.

TSG will be showcasing its market-leading POS system FuelPos with a
comprehensive suite of optional applications, including; MobiPay, CoffeePay, WashPay, self-checkout, indoor payment terminals and with the
flexibility to interface to the ICASA or legacy Prism back-office systems.
Attendees will have the chance to experience their new innovative COVID-19 customer counter with media screen, keeping customers at a safe
distance as well as promoting your own products and services.

ReThink Retail offers a new perspective to retailers. The convenience
market has transformed from focusing on food and necessities to offering a one-stop, well rounded variety of consumer goods. Consumers now
expect to find a range of accessories, gift options and healthier alternatives in their convenience store. ReThink Retail will give the opportunity to explore the variety of solutions that can convert every square foot
of floor space into revenue.

Tom Boundy,

Steve Watts,

Sales Director, TSG UK

Michael Dorsch,

“Attending for our fifth
event – it’s the best
opportunity to meet
the industry’s leading
retailers and decision
makers.”

“An extraordinary
event – its exclusivity
provides beneficial
networking and great
business relationships.”

exclusive Retail partner

Martin Rogers,

Leading Franchise and New Channels for Co-op Food

“We’re excited to meet
potential new partners
who share the Co-op
values and principles to
become part of the Coop community.”

Steve Leach,

Sales Director, Nisa Retail

“Nisa is committed to
offering the best proposition to convenience
and forecourt retailers.”
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exclusive Motor Fuel partner

Account Manager, Esso Retail Fuels

“A unique opportunity
to discuss industry
developments and
explore how we can
support your business.”

Join with us
If you are a progressive retailer or petrol
dealer, interested in growing your business,
you can register your interest to attend,
go to retailsbest.co.uk/register-irn
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Managing Director ReThinkRetail

What the retailers say

What the retailers say

Kurt Williams,

Marla Saggu,

DK Forecourts

KSC Worldwide

“Retail’s Best is a great concept.
It’s an opportunity to learn
from others and then take lots
of new ideas back to your own
store.”

“We keep coming back to
Retail’s Best because we
actually get to have genuine
conversations with people and
can really do business here.”
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Sub-partners

Exhibitors

Official 2021 Instore Bakery sub-partner
Delice de France, formerly Aryzta Food Solutions, provides convenience retailers with a
comprehensive range of in-store bakery thawand-serve and bake-off products. Now a truly
independent business, Delice de France will be
sharing more about the exciting new ‘Delice to
Go’ brand along with its propositions and support for all formats within convenience stores
and forecourts.

Official 2021 Electric Vehicle Charging
Solution sub-partner
Engage with the Gilbarco Veeder-Root team
of e-mobility and forecourt specialists in real-time. Discover how its new range of smart,
high-powered electric chargers can help boost
profitability and meet changing mobility trends.
Scalable technology, quick and easy to install
and manage, its RTM series revolutionises emobility charging in forecourts. Gilbarco Veeder-Root also provides consultancy including site
feasibility studies and nationwide after sales
support.

Official 2021 Parcel Postbox,
Postal Services sub-partner

Shop-floor cash management solutions that
aim to reduce costs and improve operational
efficiencies for retailers.

Self-serve machines that deliver premium icecream milkshakes, plus smoothies and frappes
in a range of flavours.

Specialists in shopfitting, refrigeration and air
conditioning products/services across the UK,
with a focus on energy-saving products.

The Post Office will be showcasing solutions
that can work in any retail location, including
new automated self-service kiosks and express
parcel drop-off. The modern Post Office franchise is designed for convenience stores and
forecourts and has a small open-plan counter
next to the retail till. It allows retailers to offer
products such as mail services, banking and bill
payments, which the Post Office says can make
a store a destination of choice for customers.

Official 2021 Home Delivery Platform
sub-partner

Achieve 3 hours’ hold time with branded quarter slice and self-serve pizza boxes, plus branded hot hold equipment.

Property agents assisting in the sale, acquisition
and valuation of forecourt businesses across the
UK. The number of convenience transactions
it handled was up by 10.8% in 2019.

The forecourt and convenience sector remains
important for NatWest, says David Scott, head
of retail and leisure, corporate and commercial
banking.

Providing finance to SMEs, helping them to
access finance to buy business-critical equipment quickly and easily.
Providing self-serve coffee vending services to
forecourts and c-stores. Its on-the-go product
is made with the same freshly ground beans and
fresh milk found in standalone coffee bars.

Specialists in fire and security detection and
prevention systems to retail and commercial
premises.
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Snappy Shopper is a technology firm that has
developed an online platform designed to help
convenience stores cash in on the growth in
online grocery sales. It enables convenience
store customers to order an extensive product
range for delivery or collection at in-store prices, via a user-friendly app or online. Full support is offered with onboarding, marketing and
sales ramp up using a process tried and tested
by over 600 existing Snappy Shopper retailers.

A bakers-style food-to-go franchise offering
made-to-order sandwiches, a selection of selfserve savouries, cakes & sweet pastries.
PANTONE 1585 U

PANTONE NEUTRAL BLACK U

C 0% M 60% Y 65% K 0%
WEB #FF854F

C 0% M 0% Y 0% K 85%
WEB #4B4846

A security solution that connects staff with
a trained support team through the use of
covert triggers.

Showcasing major innovations, including
Lucozade Revive and MayTea brands.

Specialists in reverse vending, with options
for all store sizes, introducing the TomraM1
Concept machine, ideal where space is limited.

Yara manufactures AdBlue under the brand A1.
Its 3.5litre AdBlue pouch offers a convenient
and environmentally friendly solution.

Providing a highly responsive, nationwide
service to forecourt retailers keen to maximise
uptime and nozzle availability.

Official 2021 Secure Safe Cash Deposit
sub-partner
Cash management specialist Loomis will be
showcasing the benefits of its SafePoint system,
a range of back-office cash solutions for a range
of business sizes. The technology is designed
to take the hard work out of counting, sorting
and banking takings, giving retailers more time
to focus on serving their customers. Loomis
claims it can cut cash handling costs by onethird and cash handling hours by 60%.

Frozen fizzy drinks from self-serve Skwishee
machines, including edible straws and recyclable cups.

Join with us
If you are a progressive retailer or petrol
dealer, interested in growing your business,
you can register your interest to attend,
go to retailsbest.co.uk/register-irn
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